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About This Game

In Starbound, you create your own story - there’s no wrong way to play! You may choose to save the universe from the forces
that destroyed your home, uncovering greater galactic mysteries in the process, or you may wish to forego a heroic journey

entirely in favor of colonizing uncharted planets.
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Settle down and farm the land, become an intergalactic landlord, hop from planet to planet collecting rare creatures, or delve
into dangerous dungeons and lay claim to extraordinary treasures.

Discover ancient temples and modern metropolises, trees with eyes and mischievous penguins. Make use of hundreds of
materials and over two thousand objects to build a sleepy secluded cabin in the woods, a medieval castle, or an underwater

arcade.

Starbound has been built from the ground up to be multiplayer and easily moddable. You have the tools to make the universe
your own and modify the game to suit your play style - add new races, biomes, dungeons, and quests - the possibilities are

limitless.

Choose from one of 7 playable races and customize your character

Save the universe in a story campaign featuring unique characters, bosses, dungeons and quests!

You're the captain of your very own starship! Decorate it, expand it and use it to explore a procedurally generated
universe

Colonize uncharted planets and collect gifts from your tenants - if they like you, they may even ask to join your ship
crew!

Three game modes - Casual (no need to eat), Survival (eat to survive/drop items on death) and Hardcore (permadeath)

Craft thousands of objects - building materials, armor, weapons, furniture and more

Capture unique monsters to fight alongside you

All content is available in online drop-in/drop-out co-op

Built from the ground up to be easily moddable. You have the tools to make the universe your own - add new races,
biomes, dungeons, and quests
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Title: Starbound
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Chucklefish
Publisher:
Chucklefish
Franchise:
Chucklefish
Release Date: 22 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB graphics memory and directx 9.0c compatible gpu

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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It's alright.. this game is nice. i like the bugs. \u0412\u0441\u0451 \u0431\u044b
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 \u0434\u0430
\u0432\u043e\u0442 \u0442\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043a\u043e \u0432 \u0431\u0435\u0442\u0435 \u0431\u044b\u043b\u043e
\u043b\u0443\u0447\u0448\u0435. I killed frog people. Still one of my favourite games to date. I have so much nostalgia of
exploring the vast worlds in early access, taking in all the landscape around me. I ventured for hours to find dungeons for
specific parts to upgrade my ship and gear and I loved every minute of it. When it got released officially I got back on after
leaving un-played for over a year. Starbound is one of those games that I always find myself coming back to for a little nostalgia
trip. Even if you only play it once, it's well worth it. Cant wait for the new bounty hunting update!. This game is OK... I've been
able to get 100+ hours on it with mods installed and I couldn't thank it enough. I had a good time with it but the plain game itself
is wasted potential. Please go buy Terraria instead.. Starbound. I've been following this game literally since it has showed up in
the first place. Starting from its earliest versions and then passing throughout the huge process of developpment, Chucklefish
and all the developpers have given birth and raised Starbound to become one of the most promising, brilliant and succesful
games in the area of its kind. As if a small piece of grain it grew up to become the whole living world of magnificent adventures
itself, I would say and for all those considering purchasing one, believe me - it's worth the effort.

Infinity of hidden lore, enigmas, treasure and endless stories accompanied by a marvellous universe full of incredible locations,
characters - generally the game is just beautiful in all its meaning. Couldn't have said it better, can't either say more as in order
to understand the succes of this masterpiece, you'd have to play it yourself :)

Greetings to everyone and don't get discouraged untill you check it for yourself!. If you throw a boomerang underwater, it
functions just as if it were above sea level

If you shoot a grenade launcher, the projectile flops down in the water like a sad limp\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

???

totally unplayable, 0\/10. I can't stand playing this game, I bought it in early access.

Read all the Dev Blogs and from what I could understand, this game was being rushed.
Originally it was taking a more Terraria themed approach to progression, but this game was out when a game being "Linear" was
basically heresy.

So they tried to make progression less about spawning bosses and beating them up, into having a story and everything.

But honestly failed to deliver by tenfold, instead we have a lot of untapped potential for something that could be amazing.
A lot of unopened packages of something that could feel rewarding. A lot of extremely interesting environments with untold
stories.

And the puzzle of a game that had all the pieces but put together in most braindead way before being hung up on the wall.

But hey, the mods are great and are there to fix everything. So I can basically play the game I paid for after installing code that
community members worked their heart out to make for free while the devs get paid for doing literally nothing.

10\/10 would recommend to Satan.
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This is game is fun and has a very long story. its just space terraria and is great. Very very fun sandbox\/adventure game! It's lots
and lots of fun to play by yourself, or with a friend(s)! You can upgrade your ship, collect items, store things in our ship, cook,
craft, explore, build, meet NPC's, follow the story, battle hundreds of enemies and bosses, etc! Starbound is very big, and there
are lots of planets to explore. lots of weapons to collect, etc. If you were even considering getting this game just a little bit, you
should definitely try it out. It's worth the money!. Nice sandbox sci fi pixel game with cool story and you can play with some
mods also you can play with friends
it has a quest its like Rpg you got main quest and side quest
its fun real fun and bit harder than other one if you know what game is that. Get it for the furry porn mods
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